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Whether their goal is to amass a following, oppose environmentally friendly policies, 

or resist what they perceive as “totalitarian global control”, a diverse group of 

disinformation spreaders has shifted its focus to the topic of climate change. Who 

comprises this group? Where do they source their talking points? And have they 

successfully deceived the Baltic population? 

 

WHO IS SPREADING CLIMATE CHANGE 

MISINFORMATION IN THE BALTICS? 

During the last century fossil fuel companies started a disinformation campaign about 

climate change. With the help of well financed think tanks, “experts” and politicians, 

they set out to confuse the public about the scientific consensus and the facts 

surrounding climate change. With the rise of social media, misinformation spread even 

further and now has been taken up by those outside the fossil fuel sphere, but who 

still aim to personally benefit from it. For various social media “freedom fighters”, 

climate change denial is yet another opportunity to increase their following and flaunt 

their opposition to the establishment, the “West” or fictitious shadow organizations. 

 

“I would call them “superspreaders” – no matter what topic is currently being 

discussed, they always spread misinformation about that,” says Delfi.ee fact-checker 

Kaili Malts, while Lithuanian journalist from Delfi Aiste Meidute describes them as 

routine spreaders of disinformation. 

 

In Latvia, examples include Aivis Vasiļevskis who was previously jailed for justifying 

Russian war crimes in Ukraine, and the anti-government activist Valentīns 

Jeremejevs, as well as various anonymous disinformers whose posts are regularly 

shared by several hundred people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2023/01/harvard-led-analysis-finds-exxonmobil-internal-research-accurately-predicted-climate-change/
https://www.desmog.com/2020/06/25/district-columbia-fraud-lawsuit-exxon-oil-climate-disinformation
https://www.euronews.com/green/2022/09/23/shell-bp-exxon-seized-emails-reveal-deceptive-climate-tactics-and-greenwashing
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10584-018-2241-z
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/06/kas-raizejas-par-klimatu-un-cik-zali-ir-elektromobili/
https://rebaltica.lv/2022/07/jeremejevs-maldina-par-laika-zinam-un-klimata-parmainam/
https://rebaltica.lv/2022/07/jeremejevs-maldina-par-laika-zinam-un-klimata-parmainam/
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Climate change posts on popular conspiracy Telegram feeds. Source: screenshots 

from Telegram. 

 

Unlike in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia have a fair share of politicians that mislead 

about climate change. Notably, Latvian MPs Aleksandrs Kiršteins and Jānis 

Dombrava, affiliated with Nacionālā apvienība, a longstanding political party that was 

excluded in the most recent government reshuffle, have consistently denied human 

influence on climate change. In a similar vein, during his tenure as minister of 

agriculture, politician Didzis Šmits (Apvienotais saraksts) referred to the scientific 

consensus on climate change as “religious” and “arrogant”. 

 

In Latvia, misleading about climate change appears to be done by individual party 

members, while in Estonia it’s a common tactic for the Estonian Conservative People’s 

Party (EKRE). According to fact-checkers from Delfi.ee, in the first two summer 

months alone their members posted false information related to climate change more 

than 30 times.  

 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2023/02/vai-kirsteinam-taisniba-par-klimata-parmainam-un-atjaunigajiem-resursiem/
https://rebaltica.lv/2019/07/dombrava-maldina-par-cilveku-ietekmi-uz-klimata-parmainam/
https://rebaltica.lv/2019/07/dombrava-maldina-par-cilveku-ietekmi-uz-klimata-parmainam/
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/03/ta-nav-zinatne-ta-ir-religija-smits-noliedz-cilveku-butisku-ietekmi-uz-klimata-parmainam/
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/BY15bCfojgDcvkUb4LBCNYDdYETfBFSfeMug-YOO07OceRJ2ikPMd3p3Ar0iU7dqA0_pv8wHGnHbfkKorFcbQplRCC_A3iG8b9g1YeYTRjwmzotBFvnHuVA61-Sa3s0ajjxyMpGYgFxCNFB1t4eELJs
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WHERE IS DISINFORMATION POSTED AND WHAT 

ARE ITS SOURCES? 

When last summer Re:Check compiled three years worth of fact-checking, we found 

that climate change didn’t even crack the top five most popular topics. But with the 

pandemic winding down and the global energy crisis on most people’s minds, climate 

change and related policies have emerged as a hot topic for disinformation. 

 

According to fact-checkers from all three Baltic countries, the most popular platforms 

for   climate   change   disinformation   are Facebook and Telegram. 

Despite Meta’s cooperation with independent fact-checkers, every day false 

information about climate change reaches hundreds of thousands of Facebook users. 

Occasionally it’s also spread on clickbait websites or conservative media, such as 

NRA.lv and LA.lv (Latvia), Uued Uudised and Objektiiv (Estonia). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2022/06/recheck-tris-gadi/
https://stopfundingheat.info/facebook-in-denial/
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Source: screenshot from Facebook. The post says: There is no climate emergency, 

say scientists from around the world. They are led by Norwegian Nobel Prize-winning 

physicist Professor Ivar Giaever, writes the DailySceptic. 
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Often the misleading content is translated or paraphrased from articles published in 

English. This is not surprising because – as researchers from University of 

Bristol note – fossil fuel companies, together with conservative US think-tanks, have 

set up a well-funded disinformation network that spreads scientifically unsound 

information and seeks to cast doubt on the credibility of academic literature. 

 

Usually, disinformers don’t list their sources, but on the rare occasion they do it’s never 

scientific literature. Sometimes they quote Clintel – a climate skeptic 

organization founded by the former Shell employee Guus Berkhout – or the CO2 

Coalition, which for years has received donations from foundations associated 

with the oil tycoons, Koch family. 

 

While not popular in the two other Baltic countries, the international activist 

group Creative Society has taken a foothold in Lithuania and is one of the most cited 

sources for climate denial. The organization, which often hosts video conferences on 

climate  change  and  religious  topics, regularly spreads lies  and  has 

repeatedly been caught manipulating videos to give the impression that scientists 

agree with their positions. 

 

Climate change lies are similar in all three countries, but they don’t all become popular 

at the same moments in time. For example, the misleading document titled “Climate 

Change Declaration”, which supposedly is signed by over 1200 experts, went viral in 

Lithuania this September, but Re:Check wrote about its misleading content as early 

as December 2022. In other countries, news of the declaration started 

circulating even earlier – in September 2022. 

„HUMANS HAVE NO IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE“ 

Almost all climate scientists and their studies confirm that the dramatically fast rise in 

global average temperatures over the last 150 years is mainly the result of human 

activity. However, the climate is also changing naturally, and it is this fact that climate 

skeptics use to mislead that humans have no impact. 

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-publhealth-090419-102409
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/klimaattwijfel-zaaien-met-hulp-van-oliegeld-en-populistisch-rechts-netwerk?fbclid=IwAR0l7KExYh-vnboxPwriu2FhBx9nYuhWLbnuGP8a7BSGVTbDvEp8XASl5UU
https://www.desmog.com/co2-coalition/
https://ru.rebaltica.lv/archives/4962
https://ru.rebaltica.lv/archives/4550
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-61166339
https://spectator.sme.sk/c/23095465/apocalyptic-movement-with-aggressive-marketing-breaks-in-slovakia.html
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/manipuliacija/ar-tikrai-daugiau-nei-1600-mokslininku-ir-ekspertu-mano-kad-nevyksta-globalinis-atsilimas.d?id=94460227
https://rebaltica.lv/2022/12/vai-klimata-joma-nav-arkartas-situacijas-un-kas-ir-1200-zinatnieki-un-specialisti-kas-to-apgalvo/
https://factcheck.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32HG6HR
https://www.euronews.com/my-europe/2022/09/16/fact-check-did-1200-climate-experts-sign-declaration-denying-climate-emergency
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0270467619886266
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ac2966?fbclid=IwAR1rfGgXCuDosdLdrTlkqH6zNT4MEPiKVzxtfCzMYRyrI0_yiRbS_79Bxmw
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/8/2/024024
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0270467616634958
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/GlobalWarming/page3.php
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/GlobalWarming/page3.php
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Instead they put blame on solar activity or volcanic eruptions alone. On several 

occasions this false opinion has been repeated, for example, by the previously 

mentioned Latvian MP Kiršteins. 

 

Sometimes justification or proof is eschewed completely. For example, the former 

Latvian minister Šmits claimedthat his opinion on man’s supposedly negligible impact 

on climate is just “common sense”. 

 

Climate misinformation goes hand in hand with ignoring long-term data. For example, 

how can we be constantly breaking yearly temperature records, if some summer 

days were cold and it was raining hail? What about Niagara Falls that froze over this 

year? Where was global warming there? Similarly in July remarked the Estonian MP 

Monika Helme (EKRE) – what is all this talk about climate change when it is +12°C 

outside. 

 

Source: screenshot from Facebook. “While getting ready to take the dog for a walk, I 

checked the thermometer and it’s +12 outside. It’s been raining all day too. And then 

all this talk about climate warming and water shortages… Soon there will be snow in 

July.” 

 

In Lithuania in particular, ridicule and defamation of activist Greta Thunberg is very 

popular. Allegedly, instead of the planet she wants to save banks, this year 

she’s predicted the end of the world, is transgender and has gained loads of weight. 

https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/melas/ar-tikrai-saule-o-ne-zmogaus-veikla-sildo-klimata.d?id=93974141
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/02/vai-kirsteinam-taisniba-par-klimata-parmainam-un-atjaunigajiem-resursiem/
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/climate-qa/couldnt-sun-be-cause-global-warming
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/02/vai-kirsteinam-taisniba-par-klimata-parmainam-un-atjaunigajiem-resursiem/
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/03/ta-nav-zinatne-ta-ir-religija-smits-noliedz-cilveku-butisku-ietekmi-uz-klimata-parmainam/
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadcrut5/
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120222122/valeinfo-paljastatud-kolm-kliimavalet-mis-on-vallutanud-eesti-sotsiaalmeedia
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/lietuva/ar-delno-dydzio-krusa-vidurvasari-tikrai-reiskia-kad-klimatas-nesikeicia-56-2088780
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/01/vai-auksta-ziema-niagaras-udenskrituma-pierada-ka-nenotiek-globala-sasilsana/
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/manipuliacija/ar-tikrai-greta-thunberg-savo-kalboje-siule-isgelbeti-bankus.d?id=94474611
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/melas/ar-tikrai-greta-thunberg-prognozavo-zmonijos-pabaiga-2023-m.d?id=93816331
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/manipuliacija/tikina-esa-klimato-aktyviste-greta-thunberg-yra-translyte-taciau-irodymu-neturi.d?id=92393513
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/melas/suklastota-gretos-thunberg-nuotrauka-sukele-patyciu-banga.d?id=92345329
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For years personal attacks against her have been used to discredit the threat of 

climate change. 

 

Source: screenshot from Delfi.lt. 

 

„GREEN ENERGY ISN’T REALLY GREEN“ 

Another deception tactic is to convince the wider public that policy makers are lying 

and that green electricity is actually particularly harmful to the climate and 

environment in general. 

 

Quite the opposite, climate researchers have concluded that, compared to 

renewables, the extraction and use of fossil fuels produces more greenhouse gasses 

and therefore warms the planet more. However green energy is not perfect as well; it 

also harms the environment. Those who oppose greener energy policies tend to 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/climate-deniers-launch-personal-attacks-on-teen-activist/
https://rebaltica.lv/2022/12/veja-energija-ir-videi-draudzigaka-par-daudziem-citiem-avotiem/
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120039812/faktikontroll-tuuleenergia-on-kordades-keskkonnasobralikum-kui-fossiilkutused
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/ipcc_wg3_ar5_annex-iii.pdf#page%3D7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-017-0032-9
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1312753111
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present this information in a one-sided way and avoid mentioning the far greater 

impact of fossil fuels. 

 

A popular example are the social media pictures of birds who’ve perished by running 

into wind turbine blades. Although there are such cases, a far larger harm to birds 

 

comes from the extraction and use of fossil fuels, which kill almost 20 times more birds 

per gigawatt hour of energy produced. 
 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2022/12/veja-energija-ir-videi-draudzigaka-par-daudziem-citiem-avotiem/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0301421509001074
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Source: screenshot from Facebook. The post says: In reality, wind generators are 

“wheels from hell”. 

 

In the Baltic countries, it is also often claimed that renewable energy is neither cost– 

effective, nor efficient.  For  example,  the  previously  mentioned Creative 

Society alleges that over their lifetime wind turbines recoup only 78% of the invested 

resources. The organization does not provide any evidence and does not even 

mention which country they’re talking about. However, naming a specific number gives 

the impression it’s a result of serious research. 

 

Source: screenshot from Facebook. The post says: In a few years Latvia’s wind farms 

will skim off all the invested money. 

https://ru.rebaltica.lv/archives/4962
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120106658/faktikontroll-taastuvenergia-tahendab-odavamat-elektrit-mitte-vastupidi
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/02/vai-kirsteinam-taisniba-par-klimata-parmainam-un-atjaunigajiem-resursiem/
https://faktikontroll.postimees.ee/7640309/oige-voi-vale-kas-tuule-ja-paikeseenergia-auke-pole-voimalik-salvestusega-katta-nagu-vaidab-fermi-energia
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„CLIMATE CHANGE IS A CONSPIRACY FOR PUBLIC 

CONTROL“ 

This narrative is shared mainly by the aforementioned super-spreaders, who find evil 

intentions in almost every initiative or policy. According to them, governments, media 

and researchers lie about climate change to control humanity. For example, to force it 

to eat insects or to introduce so-called climate lockdowns. Most likely the use of the 

word “lockdown” isn’t accidental, but meant to conjure memories of COVID pandemic 

restrictions. 

 

In the Baltic States, as elsewhere in Europe, such delusions became popular in the 

first half of this year when the media started talking about the so-called 15-minute 

cities. What conspiracy theorists see as a tool of ultimate control, instead is an urban 

planning concept that should provide easy access to everyday services, reduce traffic 

and make the cities more environmentally friendly. 

 

Source: screenshot from Telegram. The post says: This means you will not be allowed 

to drive. During climate change lockdowns, you won’t be able to go outside your 15- 

minute city limits. 

 

Climate policy is also baselessly called a way to reduce the world’s population. It is 

supposedly aimed at destroying agriculture, forcing people to eat insects, and making 

them weak, sick and docile. “These powerful elites, like [Klaus] Schwab and 

others, want to control the world. They want to control everyone. What do they 

want now? They want fewer people,” a Lithuanian user wrote on Facebook, sowing 

fears of greener climate policies. 

https://rebaltica.lv/2023/02/kukainu-esana-netiek-uzspiesta-globala-sasilsana-nav-izdomajums/
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/06/kas-raizejas-par-klimatu-un-cik-zali-ir-elektromobili/
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/melas/ar-i-15-minuciu-miestus-tikrai-bus-neleidziama-butinoji-pagalba-pavyzdziui-ugniagesiai.d?id=93526757
https://majandus.postimees.ee/7720926/kisub-veriseks-15-minuti-linna-idee-juurutaja-sai-tapmisahvarduse
https://www.dw.com/en/fact-check-are-15-minute-cities-creating-new-lockdowns-and-movement-restrictions/a-65226117
https://www.euronews.com/green/2023/02/21/what-is-a-15-minute-city-the-eco-concept-that-has-been-jumped-on-by-conspiracy-theorists
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Source: screenshot from Facebook. 

 

WHAT’S BEEN DONE TO COMBAT THIS? 

Re:Check asked the Latvian Ministry of Climate and Energy whether it is planning any 

counter measures to counter climate misinformation or to raise public awareness of 

popular misconceptions. The ministry called these one of the “most important tasks at 

the current moment” and pointed to upcoming and already approved project proposals 

aimed at raising public awareness of “the importance of climate neutrality and 

resilience”. 
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Despite the best efforts of disinformers and some politicians, most people in the Baltic 

states take climate change seriously. The latest Eurobarometer survey (published in 

2023) shows that 76–92% see it as a major problem. Compared to the 

previous survey in 2021, concerns about climate change have risen slightly in Latvia 

and Lithuania, but in Estonia they have moved in the opposite direction. 

 

 

Source: Eurobarometer. 

 

In all three Baltic countries, more than half of the respondents support more public 

funding for transitioning to what’s called clean energy and see tackling climate change 

as a priority for improving public health. 

 

https://climate.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2023-07/citizen_support_report_2023_en.pdf
https://europa.eu/eurobarometer/surveys/detail/2273

